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Chronic lung diseases, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), emphysema, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, cystic fibrosis, pulmonary arterial hypertension and others contribute significantly to morbidity and mortality worldwide, yet successful interventions are often limited. Over the past decade, there has been an explosion of excitement regarding potential roles for stem cell therapies to prevent, repair or regenerate lung tissue to improve outcomes of these severe, progressive and often fatal disorders. Based on strong preclinical data, early clinical studies are currently underway to explore safety and potential efficacy in adults with chronic pulmonary diseases, including COPD, idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension and others.

In children, bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) remains one of the more common yet challenging respiratory disorders for which current strategies are extremely limited. BPD is the chronic lung disease that develops in premature newborns who require respiratory support and oxygen therapy after birth. BPD has changed remarkably since its original description over 45 years ago, and remains a ‘moving target’: a disease modulated and at least partly defined by the impact of therapeutic interventions themselves. Routine use of prenatal steroids, surfactant therapy, improved ventilator strategies and other treatments have improved survival and the clinical course of infants with BPD. Importantly, infants with BPD now have very different clinical courses, outcomes and pathology than had been traditionally observed in preterm infants during the prematurant era. The classic progressive stages leading to marked disruption of lung architecture with prominent fibroproliferative disease and cyst-like lesions that characterised BPD in the past are now often absent, and the disease is now predominantly defined as a disruption of distal lung airspace and vascular growth. Lung histology of infants with the ‘new BPD’ often demonstrates far milder fibrosis and fewer signs of lung injury, but impaired alveolar and vascular growth remains prominent. Thus, changes in clinical, radiographic and histological features of the ‘new BPD’ reflect progressive incremental improvements in prenatal and postnatal management over the past several decades.

Despite these advances, BPD continues to be a major cause of neonatal morbidity and mortality. With increasing survival of the tiniest of premature babies, many infants still develop significant impairment of lung function, leading to late mortality, prolonged ventilator and neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) courses, frequent hospitalisations after NICU discharge, recurrent respiratory exacerbations, exercise intolerance, pulmonary hypertension and other signs of cardiorespiratory complications. Some infants with BPD have late mortality and require tracheostomy and chronic mechanical ventilation throughout early childhood due to the severity of their lung disease. Recent studies further demonstrate that at least in some patients, marked abnormalities of lung function and decreased diffusion capacity cause significant morbidity that can persist into adulthood and may progress into advanced COPD.

However, respiratory outcomes of infants with BPD can be widely variable and their clinical courses can be difficult to predict. Gestational age and the severity of prematurity are most strongly associated with high risk for BPD but diverse, interactive factors modulate the severity of disease. Postnatal mechanisms that contribute to the pathogenesis of BPD include oxidative and inflammation-mediated lung injury due to hyperoxia, infection, ventilator-induced injury and other adverse stimuli. Early and sustained inflammatory cells and cytokines in tracheal fluid from premature newborns are strongly associated with high risk for the subsequent development of BPD. Epidemiological and preclinical studies suggest that prenatal events, such as choorioamnionitis, pre-eclampsia, placental dysfunction and maternal smoking or substance abuse, may be sufficient to markedly increase the risk for BPD in preterm infants, perhaps independent of postnatal factors. It is likely that genetic, epigenetic and gene-environment interactions disrupt normal growth factor and cellular signalling during key stages of lung maturation, which impairs alveolar and vascular growth and results in the abnormal lung structure of BPD. Despite extensive studies, early biomarkers or clinical features to predict the severity of chronic lung disease in preterm infants are lacking. Some studies suggest that early interventions with anti-inflammatory agents and strategies that directly preserve lung cell survival and function could prevent the development of BPD. Unfortunately, therapies are lacking that consistently and effectively attenuate lung injury, promote lung growth and lower the incidence or attenuate the severity of BPD.

Over the past several years, excitement has grown regarding the potential for progenitor or stem cell therapies as novel approaches to the prevention or treatment of BPD in preterm infants. Currently, specific mechanisms through which progenitor cells contribute to normal pulmonary development or protect the lung from injury remain unclear. Circulating endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) and mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) are thought to contribute to lung development, but their physiological roles are unproven. Circulating early-outgrowth and late-outgrowth EPC can be isolated from peripheral blood and are thought to contribute to vascular development and repair after vascular injury. Rodents with experimental BPD due to hyperoxia have decreased EPC in the blood, lungs and bone marrow. Late-outgrowth endothelial colony forming cells (ECFC) are elevated in the cord blood of preterm human infants, but are decreased in those who go on to develop moderate-to-severe BPD. This suggests that disruption of ECFC-mediated vascular development may contribute to the pathobiology of BPD or merely provide a marker for BPD susceptibility.

Whereas the effects of ECFC in experimental BPD have not been fully explored, treatment with bone marrow-derived MSCs has shown promise in infant rats exposed to hyperoxia whether administered intravenously or instilled directly into the trachea. Each of these studies found minimal MSC engraftment in the lung, and that treatment with MSC-conditioned media (CdM, or ‘the secretome’) yielded similar benefit to MSC themselves. These findings suggested that MSC act to...
promote pulmonary vascular and alveolar development by paracrine mechanisms rather than cellular engraftment, as originally thought. Cord blood-derived MSCs are increased in extremely preterm infants, but associations with BPD severity and cord blood MSC number have not been shown. Increased MSC numbers from tracheal aspirates are associated with high risk for BPD and mortality, and importantly, these MSC secrete proinflammatory cytokines and differentiate into myofibroblasts that may promote lung injury. These findings seem disparate from studies that have demonstrated clear benefit of cord blood-derived MSC in rodent models of BPD due to hyperoxia. Thus, MSCs isolated from various tissue compartments may be functionally distinct, and whether airway MSCs contribute to BPD pathogenesis or are a response to severe lung injury remains unclear.

Pierro et al report findings from their series of elegant and rigorous studies that clearly prove that early treatment of infant rats with human cord blood-derived MSC and umbilical cord perivascular cells or presumed pericytes (PC) can prevent the adverse effects of hyperoxia exposure on lung structure in infant rats. These authors also provide exciting new data that further demonstrate restoration of lung structure with late MSC and PC treatment. In addition, treatment with CdM from MSC and PC are sufficient for achieving similar effects on lung structure and function as observed with the cells themselves. These findings are well-supported by comprehensive study endpoints that include improvements in lung structure, lung function, exercise test, pulmonary vascular growth and remodelling, and pulmonary hypertension with each therapy. There was no evidence of sustained cellular engraftment after cell therapy, and treated animals from each study and dose and mode of delivery. The potential for immunogenicity or risk for tumour formation suggests that cautious and prolonged safety monitoring will be essential.

Another critical question regarding the transition to clinical studies is how to select patients for study. We currently cannot readily predict or identify preterm infants who are at risk for severe BPD and sufficient biomarkers or other clinical predictors suggesting the need for early intervention are lacking. Alternatively, one can select only those infants with the most severe form of established BPD, but this is problematic due to marked variability among BPD infants regarding the impact of associated clinical problems, such as aspiration, tracheomalacia, airways reactivity, cardiac dysfunction and others.

Unlike the lung disease seen in small animal models, such as neonatal hyperoxia, the clinical setting of BPD is highly heterogeneous. BPD represents a clinical syndrome associated with diverse, multifactorial aetiologies, and includes infants with different phenotypes and a spectrum of outcomes, ranging from mild postnatal respiratory distress and essentially no long-term sequelae to those with severe life-threatening disease that, when survived, results in chronic respiratory failure and poor neurodevelopmental prognosis. Accounting for this variability in clinical trials is extremely difficult. Nevertheless, small trials, beginning with neonates with the most severe lung disease and poorest prognosis, are most likely to usher in the most successful of these therapies into clinical practice. Finally, the rationale for translating these results to the clinical setting is strong, but how to approach the application of MSC therapy for the prevention of BPD remains a considerable but worthwhile challenge.
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